Candidate compounds for S = ½ QSLs are extremely rare, and the corresponding challenge to chemists is to synthesise such materials. and organic polymers. 26 The key to the preparation of new solids with quite different structural, chemical and physical properties to those forthcoming from other synthesis techniques is the radical change from molecular to ionic solvent species. The binary nature of ionic liquids leads to a wide range of available solvent chemistry (e.g. from very hydrophobic to very hydrophilic) simply by combining different cations and anions, which directly affects the nature of resultant materials. Such large changes in chemistry inevitably lead to the preparation of new solids, and the hypothesis we explored in this work was that the change to ionothermal synthesis may well be used to stabilise oxidation states that are difficult to access using more traditional methods.
2
Antiferromagnetic solids based on the kagome lattice are of great interest because of their geometrically-induced magnetic frustration 1, 2 . The kagome structure comprises a planar array of corner sharing triangles, as shown in Figure 1a . The geometric constraints inherent when magnetic centres are located at the vertices of the triangles lead to a situation where competing antiferromagnetic interactions cannot be simultaneously satisfied. This is the classic example of a frustrated magnetic system. Kagome lattices based on S = ½ spins are one of the prime targets in the search for quantum spin liquid (QSL) ground state materials. The degeneracies inherent in such ground states can persist to low temperatures, and this leads to enhanced quantum fluctuations which can suppress magnetic order 3 . In QSL materials the fluctuations are strong enough to overcome the tendency towards ordering even at zero temperature. The realisation of a QSL state is a great challenge to physicists that has not yet been fully demonstrated. For kagome lattices with S > ½, of which there are many examples known, quantum fluctuations are not strong enough to suppress ordering and so S = ½ lattices constitute a special class of materials.
Candidate compounds for S = ½ QSLs are extremely rare, and the corresponding challenge to chemists is to synthesise such materials. The recent review by Balents 3 lists only five potential QSLs amongst materials studied so far. Two of the best candidates are S = ½ kagome lattices; herbertsmithite (ZnCu 3 (OH) 6 Cl 2 ) and vesignieite (BaCu 3 V 2 O 8 (OH) 2 ), both of which are composed of 2D kagome arrays of d 9 Cu 2+ magnetic centres. However, neither possesses a 'perfect' 2D kagome array of coplanar, corner-linked equatorial triangles, with each node representing a single magnetic ion. In vesignieite the three-fold symmetry of the kagome lattice is broken and the compound has monoclinic symmetry with two inequivalent Cu 2+ sites and Cu-Cu distances per triangular unit. Very recent work suggests that there is a transition to a partial spin-glass phase around 9 K 4 and so vesignieite may not be a realistic QSL candidate. Herbertsmithite retains 3-fold symmetry with equilateral triangular motifs, but there is an intrinsic non-stoichiometry as around 15% of the Zn 2+ sites between layers are occupied by Cu 2+ so that the magnetic twodimensionality is potentially broken. . Nevertheless, the relatively recent synthesis 5 of herbertsmithite has ignited huge interest in this field, and there are many reports of detailed physical characterisation and theoretical models [6] [7] [8] [9] , so that herbertsmithite remains a prime candidate for a QSL material. 10, 11 Other Cu 2+ -based systems, such as a recently reported metal organic framework, Cu(1,3-benzenedicarboxylate) 12 and an inorganic fluoride, give some vital clues as to how to target other 2D V 4+ structures using the same solvent.
Our strategy was therefore to explore the ionothermal synthesis of vanadium oxyfluorides of these layers resides the NH 4 + cation, and between these layers along the c-axis lies the quinuclidinium cation, which is crystallographically disordered over two sites ( Figure 2 ).
The ammonium ions in 1 come from partial breakdown of the organic moieties under acidic conditions -something that is well known in ionothermal synthesis. 29 The structure of 1 may be understood by breaking it down into its constituent building blocks. Each pillared double layer can be described as comprising a heptameric, pyrochlore-like building unit consisting of two V It is instructive to compare the structure of 1 with that of other S = ½ kagome materials such as herbertsmithite and vesignieite. The V(1) sites in 1 act to link adjacent kagome planes along the c-axis into the pillared double layer described above. However, in the case of herbertsmithite this linkage is extended infinitely in this direction giving rise to overall 3D connectivity. In the ideal herbertsmithite structure, i.e. stoichiometric, cation-ordered ZnCu 3 (OH) 6 Cl 2 , the kagome layers would be separated by magnetically inert Zn 2+ ions which provides the necessary dimensional reduction. In real samples however, the best characterisation shows that there is likely significant non-stiochiometry and partial Cu 2+ occupancy on the Zn 2+ site between the kagome layers. 10 Compound 1 shows a different and unique kind of dimensional reduction in which double pillared layers are separated by large organic cations and are therefore magnetically isolated. In the double layer itself the two constituent kagome nets are linked by a V 3+ unit.
Within the kagome layer itself, the detailed geometry of 1 may be also be compared with that of herbertsmithite and vesignieite. Firstly, unlike in vesignieite, the 3-fold symmetry 6 of each triangle is retained. However, in herbertsmithite all the triangles in the kagome sheets are the same size, whereas in 1 there are two distinct near-neighbour V-V contacts of about 3.60 and 3.75 Å, which leads to two different sized equilateral triangles (marked 1 and 2 in Figure 1b ) which alternate in a periodic manner. This is easily rationalised because the VOF 5 distorted octahedra that make up the kagome net are tilted so that in one triangle all three terminal vanadyl bonds point in towards a point parallel to the 3-fold axis of the triangle, while in the adjacent triangle all three vanadyl groups point away from the 3-fold axis. This is clearly seen in Figure 1b . This 'alternating' kagome sheet is an unusual feature of compound 1, which is not seen in other kagome structures (although something similar is seen in the bi-layer alloy (Figure 3b) , showing that no spin freezing occurs down to at least 2 K. An equivalent experiment on a separately-prepared sample produced results which were in excellent agreement with the above, demonstrating that the magnetic response is intrinsic and that the synthetic method reproducibly provides a pure sample of The successful strategy we used to prepare compound 1 is based on the use of an EMIM- . 38 Varying the anion in ionothermal synthesis has already been shown to exert interesting influence over how a reaction proceeds, even to the point of inducing chirality in materials that contain no asymmetric centres. 39, 40 In this system when the EMIM-NTf 2 solvent is replaced by EMIM-Br or a deep eutectic solvent such as choline chloride/urea (both of which are characterised as hydrophilic ionic liquids) only 0D and 1D V 4+ -containing materials were recovered at low reaction temperatures (<120 o C) 41 . Higher temperatures should promote the formation of multidimensional materials, and indeed this is the case but these materials only contain reduced V 3+ species and never V 4+ . The patterns using different kinds of hydrophilic ionic liquid solvents are therefore similar to those seen in the hydrothermal and solvothermal synthesis of vanadium fluorides and oxyfluorides 17, 18, 42, 43 in that it is difficult to form multidimensional V 4+ -lattices using these approaches. It appears that the specific solvent In summary, we have prepared and characterised a novel hybrid material which exhibits a unique double layered topology, incorporating an S = ½ kagome net that appears to be an excellent candidate for realising a spin-liquid ground state. This is the first example of a d 1 kagome net, and adds a significant new paradigm to this highly topical and exciting area.
We expect that this study will prompt further experimental and theoretical work from both the chemistry and physics communities. cycles.
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